Instructions for use
VIPER
Sizes 38 - 48

Gym shoes without shoelaces
N° 1 category- only for minor risks

1.

The
labeling on this product, indicates that the main intended demands of individual safety precautions (EPI)
requested by EU Regulation 2016/425 are met to satisfactory: comfort, solidity, safety, harmlessness (reinforced by the
REACH regulations).

2.

In addition to the above indications you will find the following labeling on an inside tag of the shoe:

3.

- The brand (ADHERA);
- The reference of the style (VIPER);
- The size ex. (42);
- The date of production, year/month (production lot number) ex. (01/19).

Instructions for use :
The shoe has been developed for a general use, against slight mechanical damage (small shocks and/or vibrations), only for minor
risks.
Does not protect against the risks of crushing, puncturing, slipping, or chemical, thermal and electric risks.
Adjustment :
The shoe must support your foot perfectly and you should feel no discomfort while walking. If so, you must choose a bigger or a
smaller size.
Use limitations :
Do not use out of operating range as specified in above instructions.
The brand ADHERA® cannot be held liable, if the shoes are used other than intended, as mentioned in this instruction for use.
The shoes do not contain any known substances that might be cancer causing, toxic or susceptible to cause allergies.
Storage instructions :
Each pair is delivered in an individual box with instructions for use. Store in its original packaging in a dry location protected from
light, humidity, and frost.
Cleaning instructions :
To remoove earth and dust use a non metal brush. For spots use a damp cloth with soap if necessary. Airdry away from heat.
Period of obsolescence, guarantees :
The shoes provide an adequate protection of 5 years beginning with the manufacturing date which is indicated on the shoe and
under the condition that normal use and storage instructions are followed. Before and after use be sure to check the integrity of the
shoes (excessive wear of the soles, seams in bad shape, detaching sole)
The guaranties are valid for shoes in a good condition. CLEMENT DESIGN cannot be held liable, if the shoes are used other
than intended, as mentioned in this instruction for use. Dispose of the shoes, if they are worn out ore deteriorated. Do not try to
repair them.
Recycling:
In order to dispose your shoes, please use adapted recycling installations in your surroundings.
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